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The Advanced HEMF Suite  

 

The Advanced HEMF Suite can be done in almost any order as long as you do the 

HEMF Rebuild first or first check in to see if it is needed before proceeding. If you do a 

majority of these pieces it is The HEMF Suite- If you are just doing one or two of these 

pieces such as the HEMF Rebuild and Strengthening the Containing Membrane, it 

is not The Suite but the pieces are instead just that, a piece or two that support the 

experience of your larger session.  

 

When approaching the entire HEMF Suite as a whole you can postpone the IBWSIB 

until the very end. This is not a requirement but instead, an option to condense the 

value of the pieces making them essentially one whole piece standing alone.  This is 

not a requirement at all and if you are more comfortable doing each piece as written, 

please do so. Ordinarily, we do not wait to do IBWSIB and it is not yet advised in other 

systems or with other Suites.  

 

Moving in a flow from the HEMF Rebuild right into Strengthening the HEMF 

Containing Membrane and then into teaching Golden Rain/Power Pak leads to a 

natural pause as you assist the client in Severing Entanglements. Next step in really 

reclaiming the functionality and health of the HEMF is done with Restoring the Light 

Body and or Clearing and Balancing the Light Body. Reshaping the HEMF will 

move you into Reconnecting the Silver Tethers making it an easy fit for the next 

step and as you support the release of Emotional Signatures from the HEMF you 

prepare the client to attack the Hidden Agenda that is rising up out of this release in 

the HEMF. Following this with the HEMF Massage is a wonderful help in integrating 

the substantial shift the combination of the Emotional Signatures and the Hidden 

Agendas represent. Now the subtle structure is ready to approach Mending the 
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Fabric of the Soul a deeply held piece that does not need to be repeated over and 

over. It is the kind of piece that is a culmination of a lot of restoration and release. 

Finally, end the Suite with a replenishing HEMF Charge. This gives you an amazing 

way to empower the client and to engage the HEMF consciously. Doing the Ending 

Protocol here is a powerful statement  that will help to establish ownership of the 

massive shift engendered by the HEMF Suite.  

 

As an adjunct  to EMF sensitive clients, help them Seal Tech in the shape of their 

phone, tablet, or computer  (whatever they have with them). This offering gives them 

an extra treat that is fun and helpful. I suggest you do not teach Sealing Tech to 

clients as they do not have the Edge Practice yet. Do it for them instead. 

 

Because the HEMF Suite does not have to contain all of the pieces listed the HEMF 

pieces can be arranged in different combinations that are all valid. The consistent 

thing is that they are HEMF focused and that the Harmonizing the HEMF and IBWSIB 

can be done at the conclusion of all the HEMF pieces instead of one at a time 

throughout. If you chose to do the IBWSIB after each piece that is your option, or if 

you choose to bring it in after one or two pieces but not all of them you can do that 

also. The key is that they are done together for a collaborative shift that builds out of 

each piece.  

 

To know which combination to use, which of the examples listed, simply dowse for 

how many pieces in the HEMF Suite then dowse which should be included. Be 

careful that you do not put the cart before the horse doing something like the Hidden 

Agenda before HEMF Rebuild or HEMF Charge before a Rebuild and Reattaching 

the Silver Tethers. Content defines the Suite and to a large degree it is how that 

content works together that make the difference.  
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Order Options recommended for The Advanced HEMF Suite: 

EVEN DOZEN 

1. HEMF Rebuild or HEMF Clearing (as needed)  

2. Strengthening the HEMF Containing Membrane 

3. Golden Rain & Power Pak 

4. Severing Entanglements 

5. Restoring the Light Body 

6. Clearing and Balancing the Light Body 

7. Reconnecting the Silver Tethers 

8. Reshape the HEMF (L3) 

9. Releasing HEMF Emotional Signatures 

10. Hidden Agendas  (reboot) 

11. HEMF Massage 

12. Mending the Fabric of the Soul  

 

SEVEN  UP 

1. HEMF Rebuild or HEMF Clearing (as needed)  

2. Golden Rain & Power Pak 

3. Clearing and Balancing the Light Body 

4. Reconnecting the Silver Tethers 

5. Releasing HEMF Emotional Signatures 

6. Mending the Fabric of the Soul  

7. HEMF Charge 
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SIX PACK 

1. HEMF Rebuild or HEMF Clearing (as needed)  

2. Strengthening the HEMF Containing Membrane 

3. Golden Rain & Power Pak 

4. Hidden Agendas or Releasing the HEMF Emotional 

Signatures 

5. Reconnecting Silver Tethers  

6. HEMF Charge 

 

FIVE WAY 

1. HEMF Rebuild or HEMF Clearing (as needed)  

2. Strengthening the HEMF Containing Membrane 

3. Golden Rain & Power Pak 

4. Releasing HEMF Emotional Signatures 

5. HEMF Massage 

 

FOUR ACES 

1. Severing Entanglements 

2. Strengthening the Containing Membrane 

3. Restoring the Light Body 

4. Releasing HEMF Emotional Signatures 
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